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Over the last decade, it has been argued that the UK has started
to witness “the death of the High Street” (Renyard, 2018). With
several stores and big chains, such as Woolworths, closing down
due to competition from innovations in the current market, as well
as new businesses emerging, a focus on digital transformation
and digital maturity is now more relevant than ever. Although the
supermarket sector has seen a continuously growth in sales over
the last three years, with numbers from Mintel showing that the
sales grew by 1.2% in 2018, their share of the market is
consistently falling.  From having 58.5% of the market shares in
2013, supermarkets only account for 50.3% in 2019 (Mintel, 2019),
and is expected to further lose shares in the following years.
 
Moving in a different direction from its brick-and-mortar
competitors, the online shopping sector has increased from 4.3%
in 2013 to 7.5% in 2019 (Mintel, 2019) and has directly taken
market shares from the supermarket. This proves to be the
biggest threat to the high street grocery stores and is already a
more dominating market in other parts of the world such as North
America and eastern parts of Asia. CBInsights (2019) reported that
the number of online grocery shoppers doubled from 2016 to
2017 on a worldwide scale, and some predictions suggests it can
grow exponentially and have 70% of the grocery store marked by
2022. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This white paper will look at where the UK high street grocery
stores are today in terms of digital maturity, and the effect shifts
in the VUCA world and threats from the online market have. There
will also be an insight on how the high street stores today gather
and use data, and finally explore the role people have in moving
the business move forward - in terms of both leaders and
employees within the sector as well as customers. As a conclusion,
there will be presented some recommendations about where UK
high street grocery stores should head towards in order to
become a people-driven, digitally mature business, and, most
importantly, avoid the death of the High Street.

INTRODUCTION

 

THE DEATH OF THE
HIGH STREET?
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Like every other business today, the high
street grocery shopping market is
continuously affected and challenged by
VUCA – the volatile, uncertain, complex and
ambiguous external world (Fenton et al,
2020). While digital transformation helps to
build a strategic response to VUCA, and tools
such as horizon scanning can make
organisations more aware of the volatile
aspects of the world, there will always be
uncertainties and ambiguities in the market
which are impossible to predict the outcome
of. 
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One of the biggest long-term uncertainty's
supermarkets are faced with today is Brexit
– which is now a reality – and the effect
that might have on the UK market.
Complex supply chains may be disturbed
and will need to be adapted and imported
items might rise in cost or disappear
completely. As a result of this, customers
shopping habits might change as one of
three consumers considered starting
stocking up on food cupboard essentials
already in October last year (McKevitt,
2019). Looking at more temporary
challenges, the COVID-19 virus has also
proven to have a massive effect on high
street grocery stores. As well as giving
many stores stock issues with a sudden
high demand of certain products, social
distancing rules have also driven people
away from the physical stores - causing a
surge for online supermarkets such as
Ocado, who had doubled their revenue
only three weeks into the new quarter
starting March 1st compared to the
previous period (Clark, 2020).  

ORGANISATIONAL
FACTORS

 

"LEADERS  HAVE  ALWAYS
FACED THE CHALLENGE
OF CHANGE.  I T  I S  HOW
THEY  HAVE  CHOSEN TO
DEAL  WITH THE  SPEC IF IC
TYPE  OF  CHANGE THAT
THEY  ARE  FAC ING THAT
SETS  APART  THE  BEST
FROM THE IR  MORE
MEDIOCRE PEERS . "

- Fenton et al. (2020, p. 74)

THE VUCA WORLD



 WEAKNESSES

- Liquidity position
- Decreasing market share
- Complex supply chain

It is also worth noticing that, while the
analysis is based on the current market,
certain areas are constantly changing due to
the challenges from VUCA. A survey
conducted for this paper in February 2020
showed that one of the biggest strengths for
the high street grocery stores was that they
had the preference of the consumers - with
90% preferring to shop in a physical store
rather than online (based on answers from
31 participants). A report presented after
recent developments in Europe, however,
found that "49% of shoppers would consider
buying more goods online to avoid physical
shops if the virus persists" (Sewney, 2020).
With social media platforms spreading false
information and adding to people existing
fears, the coronavirus has shown to be a
major contributor in moving a large number
of customers towards the online grocery
shopping market, with Tesco having
increased their online grocery shopping
capacity with over 20% (Simpson, 2020).
 
 
 
 

As the SWOT analysis below displays, one of
the biggest strengths the high street grocery
stores have is an existing store network
where they have possibilities for digital
transformation in order to grow into a more
digitally mature business. This has already
started in certain stores, such as introducing
self-scanning check outs, Tesco’s Clubcard
scheme and with Sainsbury’s decision to buy
Argos in 2016 in order to create a “multi-
product, multi-channel retailer” (BBC, 2016). 
 

- Increasing labour costs in the UK 
- Online supermarkets   
- Intense competition between         
 retailers
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THREATSOPPORTUNITIES  

STRENGTHS

- Store network
- Revenue growth     
- High inventory turnover ratio

 

- Incorporating the online market
- Focus on digital transformation    
- Robotics and AI
- Retail shopping trends in the UK
 



In addition to the current changes in the
market, there are elements on the horizon
the high street grocery stores should be
aware of – the most predominant being the
existing and, more importantly, emerging
online supermarkets and innovative stores.
Fenton et al. (2020) states that newer global
digital organisations represent a major threat
because they are digital by default, have
significant resources and recognize how data
is pivotal to produce value within any
business model. Amazon Fresh, Amazon’s
two-hour delivery service of groceries which
has already launched in Europe, is expected
to spread within the next few years, and is
accurately one of the threats Fenton
describes. 
 
 

 
Another, and arguably bigger competitor, is
the Chinese tech-giant Alibaba’s hybrid stores
– the Hema concept. First introduced in 2016,
Hema is a grocery store, online store, food
storage and restaurant in one and the same
place – with autonomous robots and an app in
the centre of it all. With innovative solutions,
such as payment with FaceID and customised
shopping experiences through the app for
their 11 million users, as well as being one of
the most valuable retail environments in the
world with an annual revenue of $7,300 pr.
square feet, Hema is most certainly on Level 3
of the business maturity model, and arguably
even at Level 4 as it is predicted to possibly be
“the future of shopping” (Bjørkeng, 2019). 
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 LEVEL 4 :  THE FUTURE 

LEVEL 3 :  INTEGRAL

LEVEL 2 :  "E" -ENGAGEMENT 

LEVEL 1 :  PRESENCE 

LEVEL 0 :  NON-DIGITAL Little or no use of technology - all data is kept
in paper-based formats 

Basic website, display of products online,
social media, cashier tills

Self-checkout tills, club
 cards, online store, two-way
communication, automation  

No tills, Robotics,
AI, smart

shopping carts

 

Fig. 1: High Street grocery stores digital maturity model



Using the High Street grocery store digital
maturity model as a guide (Fig.1), most of the
UK stores are today at Level 2. Like a
characteristic at this level, they have  started
to integrate more technology in their business
model – a widespread example of this is the
use of self-check-out tills and systems, which
is one of the reasons why supermarkets are
able to process up to 80 million transactions
weekly (Hoovers, 2019). While this is a move in
the right direction towards becoming a more
digital business, Fenton et al. (2020)
empathises that the aspect of simplicity for
stakeholders involved is important to create a
strong and more sustainable starting point –
something that is not yet quite in place. 
 
 
Comparing it to the Level 3 business Amazon
Go, which uses the Amazon app together with
cameras and sensors to create a, so far,
successful and frictionless shopping
experience without queues and tills, the ‘scan-
as-you-go’ handsets available at UK high street
grocery stores today seem rather basic. As the
handsets at times catches the wrong data or
stops working, it becomes more of an
inconvenience and time-consuming affair for
both the customers and the employee than a
regular till would. This is therefore something
that needs to be adapted or changed in order
to find the simplicity Fenton mentions as a
vital part of a strong base.
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DATA
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High street supermarkets are also able to
collect hundreds of gigabytes of data from
millions of customers – using channels
such as social media, online shopping,
apps and loyalty cards. While this data can
be used to add value by helping optimise
stock and customise recommendations
and newsletters for customers, ethical
challenges and customers being sceptical
about the collection of personal data due
to fear of breach on personal cyber
security, might affect the veracity of the 
 
 

In addition to collecting data
from their customers, Tesco
started working with IBM and
their manufacturer in 2010 to
digitally transform their
refrigerators – collecting data
from around 70 million
datapoints in a single store. 
 
The data is collected every
three seconds and processed
in real time, and findings
showed that temperatures
were lower than necessary. By
adjusting this, Tesco are able
to reduce their costs and save
up to £20 million a year on
energy, as well as reducing
their environmental impact -
bringing value to both
customers and the planet.

(Goodwin, 2013)

data. As the data collected does not
include everyone, particularly people who
may not be accustomed to use technology,
such as the older generation, it will never
be able show the full width and variety of
customers' needs and habits. Online
supermarkets, on the other hand, collects
data from every single customer, and,
while their customer base in the UK is
smaller than the high street stores, they
are able to find a more wholistic picture of
their buyer persona and customer base.
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PEOPLE 

  
One of the most difficult tasks to manage
when it comes to digital transformation in the
high street grocery store market, is the
people aspect. This includes finding the right
work force, having the appropriate
organisational culture and having a flexible
and visionary leader – who will not only allow
change to happen in their current business
model, but encourage it to. 
 
 

" IN  D IG ITAL
TRANSFORMAT ION,  THE
PREPAREDNESS  TO
CHANGE,  L ISTEN ,  BE
FLEX IBLE  AND
GENERALLY  WORK
DIFFERENTLY  IS
EXPECTED OF
EVERYONE. "

- Fenton et al. (2020, p. 55)

LEADERS AND WORKFORCE

 
The face-to-face interactions that exist in 
 high street stores is one of the factors that
clearly separates it from their online
competition, and it is important to find a
balance between the human and the digital,
the social and the effective. Therefore, it is
vital for the high street grocery stores to
understand their customers’ needs in order
to find the right solutions to keep, and
possibly expand, their customer base. As “the
need for strategic and operational balance
encourages digital transformation activities to
be broken into bite-size projects rather than
being considered as a single larger
transformational piece” (Fenton et al., 2020),
it is also important to be aware that change
does not happen overnight. One aspect that
is worth investigating is the current shopping
trends in the market, as this can give an
indication about where digital transformation
can enhance the positive experiences and
remove the negative ones.
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The same study presents some of the
main factors for NOT choosing to shop

online as customers enjoyment and
preference of choosing their own

products (71%), as well as inconvenient
delivery times (42%)... 

36%

"I prefer to shop in store 
because I get to see the

product and it doesn't risk 
being damaged"" I am able

to check
expiry dates
and quality

of products"

... but also shows that  36% of participants
would rather use an online grocery store if
they were able to be promised the same

quality as in store delivered at their door at a
suitable time. These are important factors for

the high street grocery stores to consider
when making a strategic plan for the future.

"Browsing 
inspires

me to cook"

CURRENT TRENDS IN THE GROCERY SHOPPING MARKET

 In the survey conducted for this white paper in February 2020 (prior to the COVID-19 pandemic), 31
participants between the ages of 18 - 65 were asked about their shopping habits. Although
participants were spread across different cities, age and location seemed to have little impact on
the responses, and findings suggested that price, efficiency and easy locating of products were the
most important aspects for customers while shopping. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

100 

75 

50 

25 

0 

1 - Price
2 - Customer Service
3- The food is vegan
4 - Food comes from local produce
5 - Food is produced in a sustainable way
6- Product comes from premium range 
7 - Efficient checkout service 
8 - Products are easy to locate 
 



UK high street grocery shopping is at a pivotal
point, as it faces challenges and competition from
several angles. While they still have the
preference of customers with 90% preferring the
physical store to the online store, big
uncertainties in the market, such as Brexit and the
coronavirus, might drive people away from the
physical stores sooner than expected. With a
focus on trends and the possibilities with 
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Make a strategic plan responding to the challenges to the VUCA world in order to bring the
organisation forward. It should have an emphasis on utilising the existing organisational
strengths and opportunities, such as store network and incorporation of the online market.

 Improve existing self-checkout tills and ‘scan-as-you-go’ options to create a more efficient and
frictionless shopping experience – looking at getting inspiration from stores such as Amazon Go
and Hema.

Gradual implementation of robotics and AI technologies such as smart trollies and a more
interactive shopping app to help shoppers locate products, make suggestions and customise
their shopping journey through data collection, as this enhances the several of the aspects
customers have said they enjoy about high street grocery shopping.

Work on ways to gather data from customers who fall outside of the majority, in order to get a
clearer and better view of entire customer base, and thereby gain the ability to customise the
shopping experience for everyone

 

 

 

CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

 
robotics and AI, there are opportunities for 
the high street grocery stores to evolve into a more digital mature business, although it is vital
that a visionary leader and an appropriate work force is in place for this to happen.  
 
 
 
In order to progress and avoid the death of the High Street, the following recommendations has
been made:
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